Catholic Children's Bible

The Catholic Children's Bible, Revised (Hardcover)

Presents forty-eight brief Bible stories from the Old and New Testaments, from the Creation to the second coming of Jesus, along with an explanation of each one's meaning.

Children of God Storybook Bible

Honoring your father and mother is being respectful in word and action and having an inward attitude of esteem for their position. The Greek word for honor means "to revere, prize, and value." Honor is giving respect not only for merit but also for rank. For example, some Americans may disagree with the President's decisions, but they should still respect his position as leader of their country. Similarly, children of all ages should honor their parents, regardless of whether or not their parents "deserve" honor. This Book is a real-life story to define and clarify what it means to honor your parents. Even with strained and broken relationships, every Christian can understand and do three specific things to obey God's 5th Commandment and honor their father and their mother. All Ten Commandments are directed toward adults, and every adult can benefit from these seldom-taught principles. This book explores God's answers to the growing problem of today's broken family relationships. If you know someone who has a broken relationship with their parents, this book will help begin the process of healing. This book uses real stories of adult children and their parents who have had horrible relationships but found help from the Bible. The Contents: (1) Laura's story tells how a nineteen-year-old broke all ties with her mother for over 30 years. (2) Defines the 5th Commandment from a Biblical perspective. (3) Explores what honoring looks like and wisely defines honor as having different degrees. (4) Gives valuable help when trying to honor imperfect parents. (5) Lists the 7 benefits of keeping the 5th Commandment. (6) Tells how to set boundaries and honor one another in troubled families. (7) Lists 12 practical ways that everyone can honor their parents. (8) Talks about the 3 inheritances that each Christian passes on to their children and discusses how dishonoring disrupts God's plan to bless coming generations.
Das Buch von Gott

Millions of children and their parents can’t be wrong. The bright and vibrant illustrations enhance every word of The Beginner’s Bible® to produce one of the most moving and memorable Bible experiences a young child can have. The Beginner’s Bible is where a child’s journey towards a lifelong love of God’s Word begins. Kids will enjoy reading the story of Noah’s Ark as they see Noah helping the elephant onto the big boat. They will learn about the prophet Jonah as they see him praying inside the fish. And they will follow along with the text of Jesus’ ministry as they see a man in need of healing lowered down through the roof of a house. Parents, teachers, pastors, and children will rediscover these beloved parables and so much more as they read more than 90 stories in The Beginner’s Bible, just like millions of children before. The Beginner’s Bible® brand has been trusted for nearly 30 years, with more than 25 million products sold. From First Communions to birthdays, Christmas to Easter, The Beginner’s Bible is not only a wonderful gift for any child, it is one of the most trusted Christian resources for Sunday school and homeschooling.

Die große illustrierte Kinderbibel

This is the premier New King James Version study Bible for children. It is targeted for kids 8 to 12, and it's in full color! Not only is this Bible for study of biblical facts and themes, it also includes articles that are topical and applicable to a child's daily life.

The Lion Bible for Children

Study Bible for Kids

Die Rüstung Gottes

Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR (Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.

Die Parabel vom Sämann

Bible children: studies for the young
365 Read-Aloud Bedtime Bible Stories

The first-ever Catholic Children's Bible is now better than ever! This complete Bible inspires and empowers children to read, understand, and love the Word of God, in a revised edition. With new, easy-to-follow Reading Plans and colorful stickers, the stories of our Catholic faith come alive with vivid, awe-inspiring artwork, larger text, and design features that not only enhance comprehension but create enjoyment. Reading Plans with stickers guide children through themes like Great Stories of Faith, the Miracles of Jesus, Following Jesus, and The Mass Children will know and understand God's saving plan, revealed through 125 Feature Story spreads highlighting key Bible passages. Understand It! sections enable children to comprehend central themes by using child-friendly backgrounds and commentary. Live It! instructions encourage children to apply the meaning of each story to their lives through engaging activities and prayers. Tell It! frames help children to retain and comprehend the passage by having them retell the story in their own words. Vibrant illustrations immediately engage children and allow them to "dive in" to Scripture and become immersed in the stories. Intentional navigational and design elements such as fonts built for early readers, increased line spacing, bold vocabulary words, colorized text, and column dividers help to make this a Bible children can easily navigate and read on their own.

The Beginner's Bible Super Girls of the Bible Sticker and Activity Book

Amazing women of the Bible come to life through age-appropriate puzzles, activity pages, and 50 reusable stickers in these friendly and fun sticker and activity book featuring The Beginner's Bible classic art and simply written content. Children will love learning about Deborah, Ruth and Naomi, Queen Esther and more as they delight in the stories, art, and activities in The Beginner's Bible Super Girls from the Bible Sticker and Activity Book.

The Bible for Children

Murray Watts is one of the UK's foremost retellers of the Bible. He combines expert Bible knowledge with skilful storytelling to create a compelling text that speaks to children of today. This comprehensive, faithful yet imaginative retelling of the Bible reflects the variety of the original writings (e.g. reportage, poetry, history, letters) making a very readable collection - now a classic on the Lion Children's list.

The Children of the Bible

Preparation for those simple, yet profound questions children will ask in crucial, teachable moments. Excellent help for parents and grandparents of children ages 6-12.

801 Questions Kids Ask about God

The Children's Bible

Die Wurzeln des Lebens

The ESV Holy Bible for Kids, Large Print transforms the content of the original ESV Holy Bible for Kids into an easy-to-read large print edition with 10-point type with 24 pages of illustrations and kid-friendly maps.

The children of the Bible. Old Testament ser


Precious in His Sight

The first-ever Catholic Children's Bible is now better than ever! This complete Bible inspires and empowers children to read, understand, and love the Word of God, in a revised edition. With new, easy-to-follow Reading Plans and colorful stickers, the stories of our Catholic faith come alive with vivid, awe-inspiring artwork, larger text, and design features that not only enhance comprehension but create enjoyment. Reading Plans with stickers guide children through themes like Great Stories of Faith, the Miracles of Jesus, Following Jesus, and The Mass Children will know and understand God's saving plan, revealed through 125 Feature Story spreads highlighting key Bible passages. Understand It! sections enable children to comprehend central themes by using child-friendly backgrounds and commentary. Live It! instructions encourage children to apply the meaning of each story to their lives through engaging activities and prayers. Tell It! frames help children to retain and comprehend the passage by having them retell the story in their own words. Vibrant illustrations immediately engage children and allow them to "dive in" to Scripture and become immersed in the stories. Intentional navigational and design elements such as fonts built for early readers, increased line spacing, bold vocabulary words, colorized text, and column dividers help to make this a Bible children can easily navigate and read on their own.

ESV Holy Bible for Kids, Large Print

Answers questions about the Bible.

Meine kleine Kinderbibel
This best selling and very complete bible will be treasured by Catholic children of all ages.

**Lessons For Children From The Bible - Stories About Respecting Parents**

"More than 5 million sold " “The Children's Bible” contains all the best Bible stories, rewritten in simple sentences for children of all ages. With more than 200 detailed illustrations, favorite Bible stories will spring to life in chronological order. Scripture verses are listed for easy reference.

**Die Gott-hat-dich-lieb-Bibel**

All the children of the bible are studied and explained in this bible reference.

**Holy Bible**

Kinder erfahren über die schützende Rüstung Gottes und wie sie dieses biblische Prinzip anwenden können. Ansprechende Illustrationen erklären die Verse und geschichtliche Fakten untermauern das Konzept der Rüstung. Empfohlenes Alter: 3 bis 7 Jahre

**How to Study Your Bible for Kids**

**Die Straße**

A collection of the most popular pictures of the life of children in the Bible, interpreted for youth, in the light of the present day.

**All the Children of the Bible**

**The Bible Answers Questions Children Ask**

Though numerous volumes have been written on human observations about children, very few volumes present God's perspective on them as recorded in the Bible. Precious in His Sight fills the gap admirably. Not only is this volume unique, it is also comprehensive. The author covers all of the children in the Bible, intensively studying the biblical text as well as incorporating insights from the best historical works on childhood and child-rearing in ancient times. The author's sensitivity to the cultural and sociological factors impinging on families in biblical times is everywhere apparent. In order to appreciate what the book of Proverbs says about children, for example, one must understand how children were treated and viewed in other cultures during Old Testament times. Everything the Bible says about children applies to contemporary childhood, according to the author. He finds biblical examples and abundant implications for children's physical, emotional, social, and spiritual development. The principles that can be garnered from this incisive work will help educators and parents in the teaching and
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training of children today.

The Beginner's Bible

Discusses how to explore the Bible to understand and interpret what it says, and offers games, puzzles, and exercises to help build Bible study skills.

The Story for Children

Recounts over seventy stories from the Bible, including "The Walls of Jericho," "The Prodigal Son," "Jesus and the Children," and "Rahab and the Spies."

Christian Studies

The Child in the Bible

In this volume nineteen biblical scholars collaborate to provide an informed and focused treatment of biblical perspectives on children and childhood. Looking at the Bible through the "lens" of the child exposes new aspects of biblical texts and themes. Some of the authors focus on selected biblical texts -- Genesis, Proverbs, Mark, and more -- while others examine such biblical themes as training and disciplining, children and the image of God, the metaphor of Israel as a child, and so on. In discussing a vast array of themes and questions, the chapters also invite readers to reconsider the roles that children can or should play in religious communities today. Contributors: Reidar Aasgaard David L. Bartlett William P. Brown Walter Brueggemann Marcia J. Bunge John T. Carroll Terence E. Fretheim Beverly Roberts Gaventa Joel B. Green Judith M. Gundry Jacqueline E. Lapsley Margaret Y. MacDonald Claire R. Mathews McGinnis Esther M. Menn Patrick D. Miller Brent A. Strawn Marianne Meye Thompson W. Sibley Towner Keith J. White

Children's Stories from the Bible


The Children of the Bible

Art and the Bible for Children

Presents a collection of more than fifty Bible stories adapted by the Noble Peace Prize winner, focusing on the love that God has for all people and the need to
practice charity and forgiveness toward all.

**Laugh and Learn Bible for Kids**

Written by VeggieTales® creator Phil Vischer, this Bible is more than a storybook . . . it's a deep, engaging, laugh-out-loud gospel experience for children. The Laugh and Learn Bible for Kids will guide readers from Genesis to Revelation, retelling fifty-two of their favorite stories AND tackling tricky questions like "What is sin?" and "What is the Trinity?" Each story is vividly illustrated, takes just five minutes to read, and includes a family connection to help readers learn, talk, and pray together! PLUS, bonus content connects the dots of each story to provide a big picture, applicational view of the Biblical narrative.

**Illustrierte Bibel für Kinder**

Parents and children will enjoy this story book that has 365 read-aloud stories from the Bible. And with over 100 illustrations, 'The Bedtime Bible Story Book' makes reading time a delightful learning experience.

**The Children of the Bible**

**Die große Kinderbibel**

**Der Garten, der Vorhang und das Kreuz**
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